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RW Thomson Lecture 2013
This year’s R W Thomson lecture, entitled “Inventors and Inventions
in the World of Advanced Composites”, was given by Professor
Geoff Gibson who holds the Rowland Cookson Chair at Newcastle
University. The advanced composites in the title refer to fibre
reinforced polymer systems.
Professor Gibson started with the earliest polymer developments,
Parkesine in 1866 and Bakelite developed in 1907. Then onto Wallace Carothers,
whose team developed nylons, neoprene rubber and polyesters in the 1930s, then the
invention of carbon fibres in the ‘40s and ‘50s followed by the ultra light and strong Kevlar.
Processing techniques highlighted by Professor Gibson included Pultrusion, Filament
Winding and The Drostholm continuous pipe process.
After covering the main developments in fibre composites based on thermoset resins
Professor Gibson then turned to thermoplastic matrix/fibre composites, before going on
to outline advances in modern composites including aromatic composites, such as
PEEK matrix with carbon fibres.
Coming right up to the present day Geoff touched on some key developments that have
had a big effect for aerospace including pre-preg vacuum moulding layout and
autoclave/oven technology which can allow assembly and curing of complete aircraft
wings. Also mentioned here was the development of two phase thermoplastic toughened
epoxy systems
After a lively question session, Prof Geoff Gibson was presented with an engraved
Quaich and a bottle of whisky by SPRA Past President, Fergus Hardie.
Les Rose, SPRA Council Member
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80th Annual BPF Dinner

More Fantastic Plastic

www.spra.org.uk

The 80th Anniversary Dinner of the British
Plastics Federation (BPF), held in October
2013, was a Hollywood themed evening,
which was at its peak in 1933 when the
BPF was formed. Event sponsors included
SPRA Corporate Members, Rosti UK and
Plastribution, while another Corporate Member,
Summit Systems, was also represented.
Guests of the BPF included SPRA Council
Members, Colin Hindle and Sheena and
Charlie Geddes.
BPF President, Mike Boswell announced
that, during his Presidency, he would be
focussing on four key areas for the development
of the plastics industry: availability of
finance; secure and affordable energy
supply; meeting skills needs; recovery in
the construction and building sector.
The President also announced that Philip
Law, currently the BPF’s Public and Industrial
Affairs Director, has been appointed to
take over as BPF Director General when
Peter Davis OBE retires in July 2014.
The
prestigious
gold medal for
services to the BPF
was awarded to two
highly
respected
figures in the UK
PVC
industry,
Roger Mottram and Jason Leadbitter,
both of Ineos ChlorVinyls.
Throughout the evening there was a general impression that the UK plastics industry was back on track and looking forward
to the challenges ahead.

Over 4 days in the first week of September
Professor Averil Macdonald toured Scotland
to deliver her lecture – “Fantastic Plastic
– or how to make your first £million” –
to almost 2,300 pupils and teachers from
50 schools with 8 performances at 6 venues. This may, or may not, be the largest
schools activity ever undertaken by IOM3
and/or any of its affiliated societies, but it is
certainly the biggest thing SPRA has ever done.
SPRA first brought Fantastic
Plastic to Scotland in 2009
with a single 400 seat venue in
Edinburgh and has steadily
grown it. Adding Glasgow in
2010 took the total audience to
750, and Dundee in 2012
raised the number of pupils
and teachers registered to over 1000.
This year we partnered with the Royal Society
of Chemistry (RSC) and greatly expanded
the tour to also include Aberdeen, Dingwall
and Inverness. The aim of the lecture is to
generate an interest amongst secondary
school children in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics - the STEM
subjects - so that they are aware of the
types of careers these subjects could lead
to.
All the teachers made a point in thanking
Averil for her presentation and commented
on how they did enjoy the lecture. The
venues were all very good and for many of
the pupils it was their very first time inside
a university.

Click on Titles to visit the SPRA
website for:
fuller versions of items in this
Newsletter;
other news such as archived news;
details of coming events;
a list of useful websites

Colin Hindle, SPRA Education Officer
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Arburg - Advances in Moulding
The November SPRA meeting ‘Advances in Moulding’, sponsored and presented by SPRA Corporate
Member, ARBURG Ltd, attracted an audience which represented a complete cross -section of the
polymer community.
Martin Grimshaw (Northern Sales Engineer for ARBURG) kicked off with a presentation of the newly
launched Freeformer, ARBURG’s innovative contribution to additive manufacturing. Like other additive
manufacturing techniques the Freeformer is controlled by a solid modelling file, which is broken down to a
layer structure. Unlike other Fusion Deposition Modelling (FDM) systems, the Freefomer uses standard granular feed
and conventional screw plasticisation, to deliver tiny droplets of melt via a novel piezo driven nozzle. Unlike 3-D printers, the
nozzle is fixed and the build table moves (in 5-axis in one version), depositing the droplets of melt layer by layer to
build up the finished part.
The Freeformer is a compact machine, which can pass through a standard office door, requires no pneumatic supply
and is designed to be plug-and-play. ARBURG has a two-component version and developments are in hand to cover
more grades of thermoplastics.
In the second presentation, Simon Wrighton (Sales Director for ARBURG)
looked at a number of advances in moulding, all with a common theme
of production efficiency.
Customers are becoming focussed on energy consumption in moulding but the
solution does not lie just with developments in injection machine technology
but with a more holistic view of the manufacturing process and with production
planning and product design. Improvements can be as simple as moving heaters
and chillers closer to the machine to cut down heat losses from hoses, coordinating tool
changes and minimising downtime by careful production planning.
Simon gave several examples of clever product design and mould design, utilising multi-station moulds and
robotics to cut cycle times; the ‘cube mould concept’ with a 4-sided mould tool which rotates about a vertical
axis; fibre reinforced thermoplastic moulding which delays the introduction of the glass fibre until after melt
preparation of the base thermoplastic and feeds chopped rovings half way along the cylinder.
Other examples of production efficiency, through taking a holistic view of manufacture, were packaging and
labelling in-line, polyurethane foaming in-line with moulding and two-station overmoulding of lenses.
The mixed audience responded enthusiastically with questions, during and after the presentations. The
opportunity for informal discussions and networking was also evident after the formal close of the evening.
Tom Campbell, SPRA Council Member

Avanti -Plastics Recycling in Scotland
The opening meeting of the SPRA 2013-14 programme in September was sponsored by SPRA Corporate
Member, Avanti Scotland, and consisted of a site visit to Avanti’s recycling facility at Alva followed by a
presentation in the Adamo Hotel in Bridge of Allan. The meeting attracted delegates from the environmental/
waste management sector as well as SPRA members.
Stuart Reid, Site Manager, gave an informative and comprehensive tour of the Avanti Scotland plastics
recycling facility at Alva. Avanti deal with plastics process waste from extrusion, blow moulding, injection
moulding and thermoforming, and plastics waste, usually in the form of containers, from business sectors
ranging from the food industry to fish farming. The nearest Avanti comes to post consumer and municipal
waste is recycling wheelie bins for local authorities.
The incoming waste, collected from companies, is usually in a well segregated form and well
identified in terms of families of plastics and even grades within families. This segregation is
maintained throughout the process with 11 process lines, each dedicated to a particular family,
polyolefins, styrenics, polyamides, polycarbonate, polyesters, PVC, etc. to avoid cross contamination. A
typical process line, the largest of which can handle up to 1 tonne/hour consists of a granulator
for size reduction and a cleaning system of a screw conveyor with water jets for friction cleaning, to
remove non-plastics contamination, and finally drying. The cleaning water is on a closed loop
system with screens and filters. The clean flake is then despatched to compounders or directly
to plastics processing companies, 95 % of which are in the UK.
In the evening presentation, Paul Rendle-Barnes, Group Development Manager for Avanti Environmental,
gave an overview of the company which has divisions dealing with tank cleaning (Environmental Services
Division) and hazardous waste as well as the Recycling Division, which also deals with materials other than
plastics.
Paul explained that Avanti, as a ‘for-profit’ company, has to keep an eye on the economics of the recovery and
recycling process while focussing on the quality of the recyclate to maintain the confidence of their customers.
As one example he quoted the bulk containers made from polypropylene, which eventually finds its way into
plastics kerbstones, which achieve savings due to easier manhandling than the concrete versions.
He made a plea to designers to consider designing for disassembly and to design
end products with individual components made from the same material. This would help make the plastics recovery and recycling process more economic. Unlike some reprocessors which granulate wheelie
bins in one process, Avanti separate the wheelie bins into their different material components and thereby
produce a higher value recyclate. Bottle caps with elastomeric seals make it difficult to produce a useful
recyclate.
When questioned about products with layers of different polymers, such as a sauce bottles, Paul said it
would be beneficial to recyclers if the recycling logo was more helpful in identifying the thermoplastics
than just indicating ‘7 = other’.
Another question touched on the perceived lack of confidence plastics processors had in recyclate. If the recycled material is 90 % of
the cost of virgin materials, it was suggested that few processors would be willing to take the 10 % risk. It was agreed that recyclers
had to provide the same quality and specifications as virgin materials to overcome that barrier.
At the end of the meeting it was encouraging to see networking among the waste management, plastics processing and the recycling
representatives present, trying to establish how each can be of mutual benefit.
Charlie Geddes, SPRA Hon. Secretary
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YOUR DIARY

40 Years of EPS Production
DS Smith Plastics celebrated 40 years of production of EPS
(Expanded Polystyrene) in the Livingston plant in 2013. The
plant started as a small private company called EPS Moulders,
however quickly grew over the years, from starting production
with 3 relatively small moulding machines in 1973 to a peak of 35
machines and an estimated output of around 200 tonnes per
month in 1985.
In 1996 after several attempts to buy EPS Moulders, the business was sold to the American
moulder Tuscarora Inc. who at the time were trying to build their business in Europe. The
Tuscarora takeover meant huge changes, with large investment projects and a complete
change in the management structure. Since 1996 the business has changed ownership twice
more; bought by Swedish Packaging giant SCA in 2001 then acquired by DS Smith in 2012.
As well as changes of ownership, there have been many other
changes in the factory over the 40 years, such as material volumes,
machine volumes etc.; however one aspect which has not changed
much is the workforce. John Purdie who first started when the
company was still EPS Moulders in 1985 remembers his early
impressions of the plant as a bustling hive of activity, with over a
hundred employees producing EPS packaging for then major customers such
as Hotpoint and Electrolux.
Through the years continuous improvement has been a major part in ensuring a viable
business, with more efficient machinery, automated processes and skills to ensure that
the business has grown and adapted to a modern manufacturing environment. Health,
Safety & Environmental issues are recognised as being as important as Profit & Loss,
with commitment to OSHAS 18001, ISO 14001 and the provision of a recycling centre
for members of the public.
“Our customers’ demands have changed a lot in the last 40 years” says Plant Manager
John Johnstone, who has been with the company in its various guises for over 35
years. “They demand quality and excellence from us on a scale never imagined in the
early years.”
Stuart Martin, SPRA Council Member and Engineering
Manager at D S Smith Foam Products

K2013
The K2013 International Trade Fair and Exhibition for the Plastics and
Rubber Industries, was held in Dusseldorf, Germany, in October 2013. The
218,000 visitors from 120 countries could visit 3,200 exhibitors spread
across 19 Halls. Although the number of exhibitors was 10% up on the
previous exhibition in 2010, the number of visitors was slightly down, but
the event “became more global” with, for example, some 30,000 delegates
from Asia. Exhibitors included 101 companies from the UK.
K2013 was attended by a number of SPRA Council members and a
flavour of their personal perceptions of the Exhibition is given below.
The only Scottish exhibitors were Silberline and SPRA Corporate Member, Impact Solutions.
SPRA Corporate Member machine manufacturers were well represented and it was heartening
to discover that the 650 Tonne machine on the Billion stand was destined for the UK.
Sumitomo Demag were having a good show with plenty of UK visitors on their stand.
Hardie Polymers took the opportunity to visit and meet new, as well as existing, European
material suppliers.
Innovations of note were Trexel’s Mucell microcellular foam injection
process, used to make lighter injection moulded parts. BASF was exhibiting
the first mass produced plastics car wheel for the Smart car, made from
BASF polyphenylsulphone long-fibre composite material. It is 30% lighter than
a metal alloy wheel.
In additive manufacturing, the development of new materials and equipment
by companies such as DSM, Stratysys and Arburg (a traditional
injection moulding company) was notable.
There were many examples of equipment manufacturing companies advocating their
“Eco” credentials. One estimate suggested that total savings from all-electric machines
are now typically around 60% compared with standard hydraulic systems. Efforts to reduce
energy consumption in the continuous processes like extrusion, compounding and recycling
were also apparent by using direct-drive motors instead of gears and heat recovery from
cooling operations.
K 2016 will be held 19-26 October 2016.
Charlie Geddes, SPRA Hon. Secretary
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For details of membership (£15per annum) contact:

Thursday 6 Feb
"Prototyping"
Bruce Newlands (MAKLab)
Alan Suttie (fearsomEngine)
Lighthouse, Glasgow
6.30 for 7.00 pm
Friday 7 March
SPRA Dinner Dance
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Glasgow
7.00 pm
Thursday 20 March
"Flame Retardants"
David Hall (Perrite)
Edinburgh Napier University
6.30 for 7.00 pm
Tuesday 29 April
"Moulding4Success"
Andy Barnard (Solutions4Polymers)
Edinburgh Napier University
6.30 for 7.00 pm

Dinner Dance 2014
The 2014 SPRA Dinner Dance will be
held on Friday 7th March at the Glasgow
Crowne Plaza. Following the success
of the 2013 event now is the time for
company hosts to think about booking
tables for 2014 so that their guests can
enjoy the customary evening of good
food, fine wine and excellent company.
Bill Copeland, is one of Scotland’s top
after-dinner speakers and the regular
band, Life and Soul will be sure to get
the feet tapping.
Tickets: £80
Individuals and couples can join one of
the SPRA Council tables.

For tickets and more details, contact:
David Barlow
Tel: 0131 440 5417 Fax: 0131 448 0679
david@davidbarlow.co.uk

CONTRIBUTIONS
For contributions to Newsletters, press releases, sponsorship
contact:

Fergus Hardie, SPRA Membership Secretary,
Hardie Polymers Ltd, 53 Stockiemuir Road,
Bearsden, Glasgow G51 3JJ
Tel: 0141 942 3330, Email: fergus@hardiepolymers.com

Charlie Geddes, SPRA Honorary Secretary,
143 Lady Nairn Avenue, Kirkaldy, Fife KY1 2AT
Tel: 01592 651 269, Email: c.geddes@blueyonder.co.uk
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